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Untitled  
   

In the place in the brain that handles names,  
Hannibal, Hannaleah, Atlee Hammacher,  
the names are beginning to disappear, slowly.  
Kissinger is still there, with Joyce Brothers and Idi Amin,  
but my friends' relatives' names pop in and out  
along with my sister-in-law's maiden name,  
my sixth grade teacher,  
my first boss.  
Some of my former lovers' last names are gone,  
last time I checked all the first names were still there,  
but no dates.  
Fellows I went on dates with are also gone.  
The room in the brain that handles names is airy,  
breezy, the wind wanders through  
ruffling the papers stacked on ancient card tables.  
Use rocks, they say,  
so I am looking for rocks to weight them down.  
Impossible to meet anyone here,  
so nice to see you,  
I know you, I knew you,  
once even I was in love with you,  
I have an idea,  
we will be like Brando and Schneider,  
we will do it without touching, without names.  



   
 

 Remembering in Part  
   

The Church is auctioning off its precious artifacts.  
My mother's hands press into the floured dough.  

In lot three, a set of praying hands, nineteenth century, Alsace Lorraine.  
With her hands behind my head like a benediction, my mother pushes me off to school.  

I am searching for a body, terra cotta, to go with these hands.  
When she danced with my father, my mother had to reach up high to clasp his neck.  

In the next millennium all the severed limbs and detached torsos  
will reassemble, will resemble a whole.  

In a quiet corner of the house my father holds my mother.  I find  
them this way, in my room, weeping.  
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